
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The form was so unlike ________thing he had ever seen.1. any

Arriving at a bend in the creek-rather it was a fair sized river-they
proceeded to make the best of ________thing at their command.
2.

every

She gave a low, quiet laugh, but said ________thing.3. no

He started to say ________thing, choked and sat down.4. some

When we come they hunt in our hands for ________thing to eat.5. some

I cannot help feeling that Bob may have had ________thing to do with my
recovery, for I am sure though rough in his manners he was a well-meaning
dog.

6. some

The noblemen who hated Cæsar did ________thing in their power to have
his name included in the list of the conspirators, but Cicero resolutely refused
to believe that Cæsar had been in league with them and would not press the
charges against him.

7. every

There was ________thing pathetic in the picture they made, sitting there.8. some

Otherwise he neither saw nor heard ________thing to cause him alarm.9. any

It was true no one knew ________thing about these latter; but, then, that
was exactly the point.
10. any

Jeffrey did ________thing in his power to further Carlyle's prospects and
projects.
11. every

Bless you, there's always ________thing to do in this house.12. some

The social and moral difficulty was, if ________thing, worse.13. any

The truth is that there was a ________thing about Peter which goaded
the pirate captain to frenzy.
14. some
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A man like that, attached to the owners, always cheerful and
good-tempered, ready to make the best of ________thing, and to do his work
to the best of his power, is a very valuable man on board a ship.

15.
every

There was ________thing in the tone of her voice that frightened him.16. some

All concerned recognize the extreme importance of the problem, and
would like to do ________thing about it.
17.

some

His father's affairs were worse than ________thing he had believed.18. any

________thing was ready for the ceremony and the bridal pair had long
been expected; but, instead of stopping, the cow redoubled her speed.
19. Every

She was always more or less busy: and certainly there was always
________thing to be done, whether she did it or not.
20.

some
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